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The first time anybody can recall the suggestion that the Victorian government was, to in simple
terms, to outsource review of engineers for registration by VBA, was when applications for inputs
had virtually closed. How this came about was that EA, who are likely to be the new assessing body •
made no mention of this ongoing consultation with government to any of its members ( my self and
others being members of EA). Thus, the short time available and the fact that nobody wanted to
give us the proposed legislation or at least the draft, made commenting a little like shots in the dark.
Worse it was, later claimed that we never sent anything as the reason for not corresponding back to
ACSEV. However, the email trail proves our correspondence went in and was accepted. Bu then the
draft was ready for parliamentary review. NO CONSULTATION WITH US. We were however given a
copy by persons unknown , found to be something Hitler would have been proud of; access into •
your property without your prior knowledge and without a warrant and the capacity to seize documents and remove them from your property. As can be seen by the very limited number of letters
written on your behalf by the chairman of the committee, minor changes have been made but it is a
massively messy piece of legislation, which is fortunately yet to pass through the upper house. Lobbying and meetings, phone, face on and email are all being aggressively pursued on your behalf. If
you can help in this matter contribute anyway at all, email any member of the committee ASAP.
Please note we have included Engineers Registration Bill explanatory notes…….R.Brown
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NEWS
ACSEV is partnering with major
universities to identity young engineering talent! As apart of ongoing
industry academic interaction,
ACSEV has announced scholarships
for final years projects for civil engineering students. Details in p19.
Swinburn University has taken on
handbook for steel design and is
seeking us to fund this in part and
will create two PHDs plus Masters
and utilize final year students plus
M.S is orgnaising fabricators suppliers to contribute as well.
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Association of Consulting Structural Engineers Victoria (ACSEV)

www.acsev.org.au

Incoming President’s Message
Dear Association members,
Thank you to for the opportunity and privilege
to represent ACSEV as President.

Karl Apted
karl@apted.com.au
2017-2018
President:

Karl Apted

Vice President:

Brad Little

Treasurer:

Jenny Norrish

Secretary:

Anthony Leily

Past-President

Richard Eckhuas

Membership Officer: Francis Hsieh
General Committee:
Keith Allilomou
Biju Balakrishnan
Russel Brown
Malcolm Cuthbert
Len Dalziel
Robert Nestic
Minhtri Nguyen
David Lyon
Richard Rees

Part-time/Country:
Richard Fooks
Philip Vawdrey

I would firstly like to thank our outgoing President, Richard Eckhaus, for his support to ACSEV
and its Committee, and to the engineering profession in general (including his works with Engineers Australia and particularly EA Structural
Branch). Richard is a great source of knowledge
and assistance and is always ready to provide
advice and assistance to ACSEV members. I wish
Richard the best and am grateful that he remains on Committee to offer his advice.
I would also like to thank Richard Fooks for his
service to the Association as a Committee member. All Association need Committees to run
effectively and Richard always provided advice
and input.
And lastly, I would also like to thank the Committee. They organise our events, workshops,
technical speakers, and finances. Without them
we would not function.
I would like to encourage all members of our
Association to contact the Committee and Office
Bearers with any questions, issues, concerns, or
even comments on how we are running the
Association on your behalf. The Committee runs
the Association on your behalf and any information helps.
The Committee is also there to help you with
any issues you may have. As a member of
ACSEV for some 16 years and having attended
meetings for over 20 years, I have found the
networking and informal mentoring offered by
ACSEV and the Committee invaluable. The advice from ACSEV members over the years has
been of great assistance, if you do not know or
have concerns about elements of the profession
or design queries, additional feedback is of
enormous benefit. There is an extensive amount
of knowledge and experience in our Association
that can be accessed.
Our Association's role as defined in our Objects
of the Association are:
(a) provide a forum for peer support and communication within the profession;
(b) To provide continuing professional development to the members of the Association;
(c) To make submissions on matters that affect
the profession.
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Apart from the obvious (arranging our site
meetings, presentations, workshops, and the
Annual dinner), the Association’s role also includes peers support and submissions that
affect the profession.
Some issues that have come up recently that
have had or will have major impacts on our
members include:
1. The new 5 year VBA Registered Building Practitioner registration.
We cannot emphasis enough how important it
is to deal with this registration renewal in a
timely manner. If you miss the cut off date, your
RBP status is effectively cancelled and you need
to apply to become a new Registered Building
Practitioner - Civil Engineer. Your old registration is cancelled (not suspended) and you end
up with a new practitioner number. This is a
time consuming process and you cannot make
yourself out to remain an Engineer in the building industry.
2. The Engineers Registration Bill 2018 before
Parliament
The ACSEV Committee is responding to this act
and has many concerns as to the need and intended operation of this proposed legislation.
This Bill will affect all engineers in the construction industry. Refer to Newsletter for further
information.
We encourage all members to obtain a copy of
the Bill and respond directly to Victorian Government members of parliament and importantly to other non government members
with concerns.
This is the largest change to our profession in
Victoria since the Building Act 1993. The changes in 1993 were considered mostly beneficial to
the practicing engineers, these proposed changes do not appear so. Please contact the Committee for further information on this legislation.
I look forward to seeing members at our technical meetings and encourage all members to
be involved with communicating to the Committee (even if only to tell us what we are doing
wrong). Detailed program of our technical
meetings are provided in this newsletter
I look forward to seeing members at our
meetings during the year.
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Past Chairman’s message
I am not sure why, but I have been asked to
provide a brief outline of my time as the past
Chairman of FFSV.

David M Lawrance
info@dmlsoiltesting.com.au
2017-2018
Chairman:

Luke Tymensen

Vice Chairman:

Steve Burratto

Secretary:

John Southwell

Treasurer:

Francis Hsieh

Asst Treasurer:

Ramon Leoncio

General Committee:
Simon Anderson

Russell Brown
Scott Emmett
Tim Gibney
Andre Merheb
Xavier Smolders
David Tuaine
Philip Vawdrey

I was elected as Chairman of the FFSV for a
second time in early 2015 for a two year period. My main aims were to: attempt to revitalise
the Foundation and Footings Society of Australia in order to justify a position on the AS 2870
committee and to continue to lobby for registration of geotechnical practitioners in Victoria.
Another smaller goal, was to introduce electronic banking for the FFSV to make it easier
for the volunteers to process payments for
membership, meetings and workshops.
Although there is still a lot to do, in order to
reinstate the FFSA, the FFSV under the FFSA
banner, ran a very successful National Conference in Mt Gambier in November 2016. The
conference was well attended by delegates
from all over Australia. Despite our best
attempts to keep the attendance fees low, we
still managed to make a sizable profit. Importantly. this conference enabled networking
with interstate colleagues, who were made
aware, and were generally agreeable, to the
reinstatement of the FFSA. More work is needed with regard to the FFSA and I would be happy to be involved.

Attempts to make the registration of geotechnical practitioners compulsory, continue to be
problematic. There appears to be a resistance
in the VBA to register geotechnical practitioners, who appear, instead, to rely on the registration and insurance of the design engineers
to cover inadequacies in geotechnical reports.
On a more positive note, in early 2016, I was
made aware of the potential VBA publication
relating to the performance of footings and
lightly loaded structures on reactive clay sites.
This document which was just about to be published, contained a vast number of very significant errors and incorrect advice. I undertook a
detail review of this document, which was very
critical, and presented this review to the FFSV
committee. The committee generally agreed
with the review and added further insights.
The FFSV review was presented to the VBA,
and we have just been advised after 18
months, that the publication is to be withdrawn. I considered this to be a significant
achievement.
The FFSV is now able to take, and make, payments electronically. This is a very good outcome for the volunteers who process these
payments.

BECOMING A FOUNDATION AND FOOTING SOCIETY MEMBER
The society provides regular meetings with excellent speakers three to four times a year, including a
joint meeting with ACSEV. These meetings do attract up 100 practitioners and colleagues created a
great environment to share knowledge and advance your professionalism. The society also funds
research into soils, and structures that sit on them and has membership levels ranging from full corporate membership to student membership and our aim is to achieve registration with VBA a reality.

Bernie Weberuss

“ Attempts to make the
registration of geotechnical practitioners compulsory, continue to be
problematic.”

YOUR AD ?????
Something for soil engineers??
Need advertising space? Contact us at info@ribrown.com.au for information and rates and coverages for individual advertisements.
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From the Editor
The leading articles in this news letter
are all about registration and who
should do the assessing.
The correspondence that has been
sent out is far too voluminous to
include in a simple news letter. A Roll
call of who have contributed will be
difficult to be fully inclusive but includes Karl Apted, Brad Little, Anthony Leily, Luke Tymenson, Malcolm
Cubert, Len Denzeil, Ron Popper and

all of the committees.
Due to Victorian Government, space
in this news letter is limited please

Ejector seat in a

HELICOPTOR

[AS 2870]

use website.
Due to space restriction past reviews
of our guest speakers will be implemented in our next newsletter as
everyone of our speakers has been
worthy of comment and particularly
those who didn't attend something
can be picked up reading.

AS 2870 Articles and Papers series
On the joint theme of soils interreacting with slabs or is it the other way round, we are brining to your attention serious articles and papers by
various authors with strong recommendation you take the time to read. In many cases the information conflicts with the pre conceived ideas
encased in AS 2870-2011. We will be suggesting a two articles at this time and keep them in one pile to review against each other.
First one “ Interaction analysis of waffle slabs supporting houses on expansive soil” can be downloaded from https://link.springer.com/
article/10.1007/s41062-016-0021-z authored by M Fardipour, E Gad, S Sivagnanasundram, P Rajeev, A Karunarathne, J Wilson.
And the second is with permission from Building Dispute Practitioner’s Society committee, their news letter Issue 50 August 2015 “Waffle raft
slabs and the edge beam problem following the recent severe drought in Victoria”, authored by R Gregory , which can be downloaded from
acsev website (www.acsev.org.au) or email info@ribrown.com.au with a specific request to Linda for pdf copies.
…….R. Brown

Dr Giles Biddle Author of “Tree root damage to Buildings”
Correspondence on behalf of FFSV has been started hoping to arrange Dr Giles to present on
trees and their effects. As the keynote speaker at workshops to be organised in both Melbourne and possibly Sydney and Adelaide. Here is the Author as what can be only described as
the best text book on trees their drying out the soil capacity and the means of measuring the
same. It is anticipated that the workshops will be directed at Arborists, Local councils[ who own
most trees], engineers, architects and builders. It is anticipated that other speakers will cover
structural methods of design/control and repair, selected from a wide range of backgrounds.
Schedule for Feb/Mar 2019
.…….R. Brown
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CORRESPONDENCE OF INTEREST

Email from XX to YY
This is a very serious case the determination exceeds 300,000 AUD in addition to the cost of initially fixing and repairing the building, plus of
course the legal cost. The editor implores you to go to the website of FOS. www.fos.org.au, FOS Case 432361. Please note FOS gave permission
to publish the ruling.
…….R. Brown
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CORRESPONDENCE OF INTEREST

Email from John G to YY and the response.
The trick here is to pick which engineer asked the question and which engineer answered it. As a hint, there is a
good bottle of red for the first correct answer!!
…………..Biju.B
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OBITUARY
Sue Fenton, one of our members
passed away recently after fighting
a short illness. Many of us first met
Sue through her husband Rob, who
is our past president and served in
the committee for many years.
Sue was a very cheerful person and
attended many ASCEV meetings to
assist our activities by providing
valuable ideas to serve our members better. Outside ACSEV she was
an active member of many organisations and using her engineering
skills she worked tirelessly to provide a better world to all. A wonderful personality, she will be remembered for her passion to help
others through her selfless activities.
J. Norrish

TECHINAL REVIEW OF MEETINGS

Site visit at Hanson Concrete in Oakleigh

Our first meeting 21.02.18 was at the laboratory testing facility for Hanson Concrete in Oakleigh and then on to Dandenong to see their big batching plant. I think we were all very impressed with the QA system in place, the degree of testing that is being continuously done to
ensure the concrete you get the one you specified. The explanations given on how a mix is to
be derived and verified, the spreads of concrete strengths and the diversity of the aggregates
used was mind boggling (I could say in old days aggregates came from the same quarry and
we only use cement). We need to thank all of those who presented………...R. Brown

Water Sensitive Urban Design
Presented by: Kurt Jensen & Andrew Allan Wednesday 19thApriI 2017

The first presentation was by Kurt Jensen of AKS Industries Pty Ltd, a firm that manufactures products that actually do most of the
work; in goes dirty water and out comes clean water. It seemed to be a fairly good idea and obviously one that should be looked at.
Seems to be advisable considering we are using water in our backyards where children play.
The second presentation was by Andrew Allen the National President of Stormwater Australia. He, too, presented well on the regulatory requirements and why local municipal councils in particular are insisting on a range of practices to be done so that the water that is
actually utilised on our sites is in fact clean and has a better use than going straight down the drain, or if it does, the rivers will not be
contaminated.
Nice to see two very passionate speakers who both put forwards a very positive spin on why it is we should be cleaning up stormwater,
particularly where we can capture it and put it through proper sensible and controllable filtration systems.
Congratulations to both speakers and also to for organising same.

……..R. Brown

YOUR AD?????
Insurance for Engineers/Geotechs??
Need advertising space? Contact us at info@ribrown.com.au for information and rates and coverages for
individual advertisements.
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TECHINAL REVIEW OF MEETINGS
EA Structural College CPD Program

Shallow structural steel solutions

EA structural branch is organising
technical seminars which covers
many topics of interest. Please visit
engineers Australia website for more
information.
17th April- Innovative Launching of
Gantries in Suburban Melbourne
12th June-Structural façade including
glass
10th July-Misconception of structural
engineers in providing tender documentation
13th November-Melbourne Metro
Structural Showcase
5th June-Firewalls and penetrations
30th October-Building Construction
risk

Our second meeting 21.03.18 was the opposition product steel with the chairman of our structural
branch Victoria, EA giving the presentation. Spiros Dallas who has come from a long background of One
Steel and now in his illustrious career with BlueScope. The presentation covers how to integrate steel
beams and steel decks to compete head on with concrete plank methodology of building small apartments and hotel units. The unequal flange steel beams, is well integrated with the profile decking to
create a floor with minimum depth. This solves, to some extent, the ceiling depth issue which is a deterrent for many engineers to use steel and concrete composite construction. Many thanks to Spiros for
providing a solution which might be useful for houses with basements. Thanks to Russell for organizing
the event.
………...Biju.B

Record year for building work in Victoria – 112,900 permits valued at
$36 billion
The value and number of building permits reported to the Victoria Building Authority (VBA) in 2017 was at record levels, with a total of 112,882
permits issued for work valued at $35.8 billion.
At $35.8 billion, the value of building permits was 11.7 per cent or $3.8 billion above last year’s record total of $32.0 billion. It means that in the
past decade, the value of building permits in Victoria has doubled from $18 billion reported in 2007. The previous highest number of building
permits issued in Victoria was 112,420 in 2010. The 2017 total is 2.9 per cent higher than the number for 2016.
Visit http://www.vba.vic.gov.au/media/media-releases for more details
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TECHINAL REVIEW OF MEETINGS
CROSS being available in
Australia

Yarra river Bridges-Engineering History and Heritage

It is of some great interest that Swinburn University’s Dean Emad Gad
with a group of others has acquired
CROSS being available in Australia.
The support group is EA and several
universities throughout Australia. We
are looking forward to its arability
expecting EA members will have
some access and that ACSEV may
need to register to get access more

Site visit (Wednesday 15th February 2017)

later when it becomes available. In
the mean time a massive thank you
to our immediate past president
Richard Echauus for fighting for this
going back nearly 10 years. When we
know more we will bring you up to
date. Again big thank you to Richard.

YOUR CONTACT
DETAILS
CHANGED???
Please let us knowPlease contact
Membership Officer:
Francis Hsieh
firsttalone@optusnet.com.au
Ph: 9561 9431 Fax: 9561 9481

A very large contingency of over 50 of us went up the river looking mainly at engineering facilities and for myself, it promoted a whole range of memories. Travelling gently along the water
without the cars and the hustle and bustle, it was a nice time to reflect. There was the King
Street Bridge (from underneath), the first major failure in Melbourne that I was able to visit
(on the morning of the failure).
Then, the CSR sugar refinery where as a newspaper boy, I used to smuggle Australian cigarettes by the carton to ships that were their delivering sugar and exchanging them for American cigarettes that were worth something in the order of five times more.
Then we passed the Westgate Bridge where I worked as an engineer before it came down;
not such a happy memory with the odd glass of wine. We also passed the Olympic Swimming
Stadium where I have memories of watching an Australian swimmer win a gold medal. It was
quite a lovely way to finish the day.
We could not have enjoyed such sights without the pleasure of our speaker Ken McInnes. His
insightful comments re the structures bringing to bear those who designed them, how they
were constructed and why (in many cases) they are now decommissioned, along with his
great sense of humour and his ability to actually let some of the structures speak for themselves made the whole journey a marvellous experience.
I do look forward to reading some of Ken's research and the biographies that he is planning
of Engineers in early Australia... noting I am rather hoping that I am not treated as an early
engineer in Australia!
…….R. Brown

YOUR AD?????
Concrete connectors??
Need advertising space? Contact us at info@ribrown.com.au for information and rates and coverages for
individual advertisements.
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TECHINAL REVIEW OF MEETINGS

Workshop on Innovative Timber Structures and Design
Wednesday, 31 May 2017,
This is one of our annual events where we put on a workshop covering major interest to structural engineers and ticked all the boxes.
There wasn't one presenter below excellent in terms of presentation, the documentation that was available, and the manner in which
questions were handled and fielded. The highlights of the day were actually about portal frames and the fact that timber portal
frames, timber purlins, and timber girts give you a cheaper option than steel. It was noted that most of the difference comes from the
purlins. Presented with information that the timber construction in Parkville apartment almost on the freeway prove that timber is
both quicker and easier to use than concrete and steel, and they estimated the overall savings to be at the 25% mark.
NCC now approving timber construction up to 25m( 8 storeys), there is lot more appetite for construction industry for structural timber for high rise construction. When you say high rise construction, please note that the timber used will be mostly cross laminated
timber, CLT, which is the nickname for this product. Mostly CLT in Australia is imported from Europe or New Zealand and that is going
to change when the new plant becomes operation in in Albury-Wodonga. Since there is limited information on how to design structures using CLT in Australian standards, industry is heavily promoting European standards which poses few challenges to Australian
Engineers. Wood Products Victoria an organisation promoted by the timber industry ( growers, manufactures, distributors and retailers) has developed design manuals for many timber applications in buildings which can be down loaded from http://
www.wpv.org.au/manuals.htm. With a lot going on with timber It would be nice if we at ACSEV were kept in the loop perhaps a little
more tightly than we are now. This is not a criticism, this is a plea for help. Perhaps a nomination to the committee of ACSEV as a formal gesture from the timber industry would be very acceptable.
……...Biju.B
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TECHINAL REVIEW OF MEETINGS
Become an ACSEV member

Platform alternate to VCAT for disputes

The Association of Consulting Structural
Engineers Victoria (ACSEV) is a profes-

16 August 2017

sional association of structural engi-

A joint meeting of FFS and ACSEV was scheduled to have three speakers. As it turned out,
we had three speakers from the Department of Building Disputes Resolution Victoria,
DBDRV, which must be in the running for one of the longest series of alphabet that say
nothing. Primary speaker Gina Ralston did a marvellous job of indicating the aims, goals,
and what they hope to be a quicker, smoother, and more honest methodology of resolving
building disputes. Note that those who are going to act for and on behalf of the resolution
group were to be a lot more proactive in the initial stages than is currently in VCAT. It was
stressed that they are trying to get a resolution between equal parties and by definition
trying to keep everything as simple as possible while as much can be resolved without the
need for litigation, multiple experts, and lengthy periods in VCAT. She also pointed out that
it was not meant to eliminate VCAT as a means of resolution, but to try to relieve the pressure on minor matters clogging up the running of VCAT. We hope that the skill levels are up
to the task that they have set themselves.

neers that provides technical and professional support to its members.
ACSEV aims to facilitate better communication and goodwill between structural engineers, particularly those in small
practices, and to advance the
knowledge and professionalism of all
members through technical training and

regular contact with experienced engineers.
Our members specialise in structural
engineering design related to the building industry on projects including commercial buildings, industrial developments, residential developments, domestic housing, institutional buildings,
retail developments, bridges and various other structures.
Membership is offered at various levels
to students, new graduates and industry associates, with full membership

status available to qualified and experienced structural engineers eligible for
either Building Practitioner (Vic) registration (EC - Engineer Civil) or membership of Engineers Australia.
Membership form can be downloaded

The next speaker was Joe Genco from the Victorian Building Authority, recently appointed
and who has been an on and off member of ACSEV and Foundations and Footings Society,
Vic over the years. He pointed out that it was going to be a time of change and that the
VBA was moving into a more proactive environment and that in his arena, being the more
technically orientated part of the VBA, he is looking forwards to input and also to achieve
output to simplify and make better the technical situations that we all face and have to
apply. One of the smoother presentations this year.
Last but not least was Dean Emad Gad from Swinburne University who talked to us about
the recent research and the fact that we seem to be having some major problems using the
code as a guideline for handling highly reactive sites, particularly on the Werribee Plains i.e.
the highly reactive sodium montmorillonite derived clays. He stressed that the research
being carried out in various locations, but mainly in Brooklyn, coming up with ideas that are
somewhat outside of Australian standard 2870. Whilst I cannot comment further, the paper that he presented at the joint meeting of Australian Geomechanics Society and the
Foundations and Footings Society symposium was one of the keynote presentations and
spelled out that we do need a more intense methodology of designing for highly reactive
sites in those areas associated with the western plains.

from www.acsev.org.au

…….. R Brown

Engineers Fees
A sample of ACSEV members were surveyed in 2017 with
regards to fee scales. The results printed do not include
GST.GST must be added to the above rates. In addition,
vehicle costs should be charged at the RACV scale. Members are not bound by this schedule. The range given is middle and some consultants may charge more or less dependant up on project difficulty or skill level required and size of
project.
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EXPERT WITNESS

$300-$400

DIRECTOR/PARTNER

$250-$350

SENIOR ENGINEER

$200-$250

ENGINEER:

$130-$200

SENIOR DRAFTSPERSON:

$130-$170

DRAFT PERSON:

$100-$130

OFFICE ADMIN

$90 -$110
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RESEARCHERS MAKE SOFT WOOD HARD AS STEEL
A simple three step process for making
wood so hard it can stop bullets has
been developed by team at the University of Maryland
Where else would the first test be you want to
use it to stop bullets. This is a reasonably serious
article involving how to make soft wood into a
very strong material and we highly recommend
that you visit the CIOB’s global construction website GCR- Editor

…….Image courtesy CIOB website…..

Web Links
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Timber advisory

www.timber.org.au

Concrete institute of Australia

www.concreteinstitute.com.au

Cement Australia

www.cemaust.com.au

Concrete Masonry Association of Australia

www.cmaa.com.au

Cement Concrete and Aggregates Australia

www.concrete.net.au

Australian Steel Institute

www.steel.org.au

Victorian Building Authority

www.vba.vic.gov.au

Australian Stainless Steel Development Association

www.assda.asn.au

Forest & Wood Products Australia

www.fwpa.com.au

The Australian Timber Database

www.timber.net.au

Wood Naturally Better

www.naturallybetter.com.au

Galvanizers Association of Australia

www.gaa.com.au

Australian Building Codes Board

www.abcb.gov.au

Australian Glass & Glazing Association

www.agga.org.au

Foundations and Footing Society of Australia

www.footingsaustralia.org.au
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Disclaimer

ITS COFFEE TIME!!!

Statements made in this Newsletter
do not necessarily represent the
views of the Associations. The Associations cannot accept responsibility
for the accuracy of any information
supplied or for any loss or damage
which may arise from errors or omissions. We strongly advise independent verification of the facts before
practice.

……….Editor

YOUR STORY
We need articles from members and advertisers
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ACSEV CODE OF ETHICS
Ethics are the rules of professional conduct based on honesty, justice, courtesy and honourable behaviour .Members of the Association must comply with the Code of Ethics in order to warrant the trust of
the community, the respect of their colleagues and clients and the support of the Association.
1.

Members shall place the health, wealth and safety of the community before their responsibility to
the profession, sectional or private interests, or to other engineers

2.
Code of Ethics
The main thrust of this newsletter is

and shall comply with the Association’s decisions on matters of ethics and conduct.
3.

to cover the battle going on between

Members shall carry out work, give evidence, express opinions or make statements in an objective
and truthful matter.

us, VBA and EA. It is important we
believe to revisit the code of ethics

Members shall act so as to uphold the standards, honour and dignity of the engineering profession

4.

that was established in the first year

Members shall endeavour to advance the practice of engineering and the objects of the Associa-

tion and shall continue their professional development throughout their careers and shall encour-

of ACSEV Inc’s formation and was cut

age subordinates to advance their knowledge and experience.

and pasted into FFSV Inc’s formation
documentation. As it sets out mini-

5.

Members shall accept full responsibility for their professional services and advice.

mum standards for you to act in your

6.

Members shall not undertake professional work outside their area of competence.

professional life and over an extend-

7.

Members shall build their reputation on merit and shall not engage in unfair competition.

8.

All information obtained in the course of the member’s business shall remain confidential unless

ed period of time. I have been a
member of these groups and the

consent has been obtained from the client except as in required by law.

vast majority complied willingly and
some failed by accident. I am yet to
meet any one who has failed deliberately to live up to the code of ethics. I

9.

Members shall inform their client of any conflict of interest which may affect their judgement or
quality of their work.

recommend you to read them again
just to refresh to yourself as to the
standards you have achieved over
the years and we look forward you to
continue to do so. We should fight
the battle as fairly and as honestly as
possible because when it is over and
time has passed you are judged on
how you fought the battle not wheth-

SUBMISSIONS WANTED!!!!
>>>FEATURE PROJECT??
>>>ADVERTISING FEATURES??
>>TECHNICAL ARTICLES??
>>LETTERS/MAIL BAG??
Do you have a response for our newsletter?
Acsev newsletter is made possible by member generated content
We need your submission
Can you help?
Submit all content to Acsev.newsletter@gmail.com
Submission is acceptance that the contributor is responsible for all submitted content and is authorised to allow ACSEV to publish.
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ACSEV TECHNICAL MEETINGS/SEMINARS
Technical meetings/seminars are held monthly on a variety of topics which are designed to promote involvement in continuing professional development (CPD).ACSEV is recognised by the Victorian Building Authority as a CPD provider for registered engineers. ACSEV
members discuss matters and issues of common interest or concerns related to the engineering profession and professional practice,
in addition to networking with other design engineers.

ACSEV technical meetings are highly recognised among engineering community for its content and relevance to practice.

Technical meetings/Seminar 2018
Date

Topic

January, 2018

No meeting

21 Feb, 2018

Concrete site visit/laboratory-Hansen Plant, Dandenong/Oakleigh

21 Mar, 2018

Structural steel/small builds

18 Apr, 2018

Speaker

Action

Dinner Venue Meeting
Venue

FH

NA

Oakleigh

Spiros Dallas,

RB

Box hill Golf
Club

Box hill
Golf Club

Engineers registration, work cover issues and non
compliant materials and people.

Joe Genco

RB

Box hill Golf
Club

Box hill
Golf Club

16 May, 2018

Concrete mix design and specification

Joanne Portella

FH

Box hill Golf
Club

Box hill
Golf Club

06 Jun, 2018

Workshop on Masonry

Multiple

JN/RB

20 Jun, 2018

Façade Failure

TBC

DL

18 July , 2018

Forensic Engineering and Lessons to Learn from Failures

15 Aug, 2018

ACSEV and FFSV joint meeting

19 Sep, 2018

Legal review of Tribunals and Courts and regulations Ed Samo
that affect engineers in the new environment

17 Oct, 2018

Swinburn

Box hill Golf
Club

Swinburn
Box hill
Golf Club

Box hill Golf
Club

Box hill
Golf Club

RB

Box hill Golf
Club

Box hill
Golf Club

RB

Box hill Golf
Club

Box hill
Golf Club

A.G.M

Box hill Golf
Club

Box hill
Golf Club

09 Nov, 2018

Annual Dinner

TBA

TBA

December,

No meeting
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RELIFTING UNDERPINNING USING SCREW PILES
We have included below with the approval of Craig Newbegin from McFarlane and Partners a methodology of getting deep enough to be plumbing faults and tree root effects and without using shoring ie screw pile underpinning.
You will see that is drawn as a series of sequences to ultimately achieve a re lifted re levelled and with any luck now crack free. If you have difficulty reading it, do not hesitate to contact the editor or Craig Newbegin for clearer/bigger copy. Noting the maths you have to do yourself. Perhaps
comes to an FFSV meeting on screw piles.
……...R Brown
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Concrete and Computers contd
Concrete (Unreinforced)
Part of the article titled “Concrete and Computers” in ACSEV news ( Issue 193, Page 21) did create some interest. A comment was raised by one
of our members, that the critique of the code, appeared to be unclear. By definition, that was the purpose. It is in fact singularly unclear as to
whether or not the code covers all concrete. If one only goes to the various sections on shrinkage within the code, i.e. sections 9 and 11, you will
believe all things require steel or refer 1.1 and you can design without steel.

……..B.Biju

There always have been codes for un-reinforced construction, namely, the masonry code AS 3700 and AS 4678 for earth retaining structures.
We are having a workshop this year on masonry and I do look forward to your attendance. Most of it will be related to unreinforced masonry.
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Concrete and Computers contd

The other section of the article was intended to simulate a review of concrete computer programs and to see whether the programs gave different answers to others in what appeared to be an exaggerated situation. This did generate some intense interest. Mainly due to the fact that
question was badly worded and the author of it has provided the answers below
………..Biju.B

First correction is the to input data to make it closer to a “real case”.
Span- 9.0m.

F’c-40Mpa

T beam-180mm slab, 2m both side of beam, 550mm deep by 3m wide. Total width 7.0m.
Applied working loads are as follows
Live loads (Imposed)-22KN/m Applied Dead loads (Gravity)-40KN/m Self-60KN/m*

*Approximate self weight is given if your computer doesn't automatically work it out
Giving a bending moment M(ult) aprox 820KNm, add self weight of 730KNm, (limited stated), Total 1550KNm*
* This was where the mistake was made in the article.ie The article gives you approximately 6 times greater bending moment.
Thus if we check for deflection, your limit stated figures, 1 for G and 0.4 for Q and assume that we have the same steel in the top as required for
tension in the bottom. Then do a calculation with no top steel at all, do you get a different answer? Some programs appears to give a different
answer. The reason being that with the 7.0m wide top flange and significantly lower bending moment for deflection calculation, the compression
zone doesn't not have it any of the top steel with allowance for concrete cover and ligatures. Some programs ignore the compression steel. Does
your program ignores the compression steel. If so a couple of tricks, throw away the concrete slab on either side, lower your concrete strength
to 20 MPa and it may then include the compression steel. One engineer questioning this section treated the loads as they were stated as KN/m
thus effectively getting 9000KNm as M(ult). At this figure you will require two layers of 36 dia bars ie around 58 bars top and bottom most of
which will end up in the compression zone. However it is alarming that computer program could indicate such a creature as working and in a
practical situation it should have been converted to a steel beam system if total depth was limited to 550mm and creep deflection was a concern. There is some good reading in some of the text books written by Concrete code members which surprisingly using elastic design methodology for compression steel.

Future Editions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Review of Dr Chris Haberfield’s and David Lawrance’s presentation on to FFSV Wednesday the 11th of April meeting including some notes
and parts of their presentation for overview.
Further documents from Frank Van der Woude and the Meinhardt structural report slabs in western suburbs
Further updates and actions on your committees, registration of engineers
Articles on interest submitted by our members and advertisers
Continuing catch up on review of speakers at technical meetings both and ACSEV and FFSV
Review of thesis “New Post Construction Site Classification models for Low-rise Buildings Founded on Highly Expansive clays “ by Dr.Dominic
Lopes of Swinburn university dated 31st July 2017 noting some of his work was funded by ACSEV & FFSV’s contribution to Swinburn university.
Some papers from past editions of news letter which have some relevance.
President’s messages, Brown report and answers to your questions.
Anything else you think is worth putting in YOUR newsletter

Biju. B & R. Brown
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The Brown Report
Welcome to this edition of the (now) joint ACSEV and FSV newsletter. The reason remains the same. We have a
lot of research jointly going through Swinburne and some of it is in the final stage in being published. Since the
last report about May last year, there has been a new organisation formed to resolve building disputes prior to
the matters going to VCAT. We've actually had a joint meeting the same at one of our evening presentations,
being the joint presentation by both ACSEV and Foundations and Footings society.
Further, a document from the president of Foundations and Footings Society has been sent to the VBA requesting registration of soil investigation practitioners, nothing has been heard with regards to registration of geotechnical practitioners. You will also note that this edition has gone
out without any incoming presidential comment from Richard Eckhaus or incoming comment from Luke Tymensen of Foundations and Footings
Society. It is not so much an oversight, we are just too busy to fit them all in. As to the practices of the VBA and its investigation practitioners and
the new methodologies in place and proposed methods, we are having difficulty getting feedback with regards to same. However, we are looking
forward to correcting that by direct and obvious in discussions with those who implement such investigations.
Due to the amount of information coming through on a soils inter-reaction with construction, we are not covering composite construction this
edition. It will be a feature in coming additions. As to topics on Geotech, which would appear to be quite a strong feature this year, there was a
symposium run by AGS i.e. the Australian Geomechanics Society Victorian chapter with help from FFSV, on 25 October 2017 where 15 papers
were presented over a whole day session relating to reactive clays and Australian standard 2870 was the basic focus of quite a number of the
papers. We are looking forwards to the reprint of the day being available to members that wish copies should please register now. We can guarantee you, it's worth having. At the moment, the cost is somewhat nebulous but we understand the printing costs run $50
We look forward to an interesting year ahead. Letters to the editor and articles for publication in the newsletter are to be encouraged. If you feel
that your position has not been correctly or forcibly put forwards in the newsletter, please let us know and we will forward it on.
Question 1. The little stick coming up is in fact part of a system (diagram included)
that when water flows in the trenches, the stick floats. This one was put over a
sewer main trench next door that was feeding water into the crushed rock under
the house’s sewerage line then in and underneath the house initiating heave. It's
not a bad method of verifying if you are being attacked by water in the trench external to the site you're investigating.
Question 2 - What do these represent? They represent a soil that has gone through
a free swell methodology of being dried out to oven dry for at least 1-2 hours with
stable weight, thereafter ground and put through a 425 sieve and then exactly 10
mL added to a column of water. If you then subtract the 10 from the 45 you get a
free swell of 350. That equals about as much sodium montmorillonite as you're
going to get in any natural soil. We have only seen 55-100 exceeded twice in 30
years.
Question 3 - in the foreground of the photograph is an electrical conduit pit and
that conduit runs the complete length of the nature strip. Water is running this
trench from a council barrel drain pit that is broken (a brick pit). The water flowing
is dissolving out the calcium carbonate and (to a lesser extent) the finer clay particles, thus initiating cavitation.
Question 4 - what's the purpose of the steel in the concrete? In this case, to rust
and cause it to crack and fail, noting the reinforcement was meant to be in the middle i.e. the neutral axis where it cannot possibly contribute to any bending componentry unless it cracks the concrete. Once it cracks the concrete, dirt holds the
cracks open, water gets in, and it rusts. There are times when you are seriously
better off without reinforcement. This is one of them. But, isn't it hard to actually
detail concrete without putting reinforcement in it? Here, if one looks at the purpose, it is to define a rise and fall in level. Hence, does it really need to have moment capacity along its length when its sole function is to hold a 100 mm
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TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Fire rating of concrete structural columns to AS 3600
Tragic Grenfell tower fire sparked an animated discussion between politicians, bureaucrats, architects and engineers about the safety of modern
cladding systems which is specified, supplied and installed, occasionally by non-engineering professionals. Even though our role is limited to looking after the structural members in a fire perspective, being a part of the team responsible for designing and constructing liveable safe dwellings
for the community, our role in resolving this issue cannot be understated. In this context, probably it is the right time look at the fire safety of
structural members primarily concrete, steel and timber. Steel and timber, generally are coated/protected with fire resistant materials, engineers don’t do any design other than specifying “members to be protected for the required fire rating”;’. When it’s comes to concrete, it is a
different story as we often use the fire resisting capacity of concrete rather than relying on a secondary protection layer.
Calculating fire resisting capacity of concrete is not straightforward like timber or steel due to the use of reinforcement inside concrete. When AS
3600:2009 was released Section 5: Design for Fire resistance, Clause 5.6: structural adequacy of columns (Especially Table 5.6.3 and 5.6.4) created lot of confusion among designers as this was reproduced from EN 1992-1-2:2004(Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures - Part 1-2: General
rules - Structural fire design) without much thought and often infested with typos and errors. There were fundamental errors in defining eccentricity and reinforcement ratios which made Table 5.6.4 unusable. Standards Australia did two amendments (A1-2010 and A2-2013) which rectified those anomalies (to a greater extend) by updating Table 5.6.3 and 5.6.4 with more convincing parameters in line with its parent source
EN1992. Even with these amendments there are still lingering questions left unanswered. The following provisions in the code requires further
scrutiny.

•

5.6.2(b)- This allows the designers to design a member as a wall if the longer dimension is more than 4 times than shorter dimension. This
provision is not in Euro code

•

The minimum eccentricity of columns allowed in AS 3600 is 0.05b where as Table 5.6.4 provided is for an eccentricity of 0.25b which will be
conservative.

•

Table 5.7.2 for walls is prepared for an eccentricity of 40. This is high for a typical building wall but low for precast walls for industrial buildings.
Fire rating of blade columns is not included

•

The fundamental issue with fire provision in the code is that, this is directly derived from EN 1992 but partial. Clause 5.3.1b allows you to use
Euro Code 2, Part 1.2 which most of the designers will happily oblige as it will give you an option to design slender members rather than using
design tables in AS 3600.
I would encourage members to get familiarise with Eurocode provisions as more rational design could be achieved. Major manufacturers of permanent formwork for walls (Dinsel) have openly criticized the conservative approach of AS 3600 and encourage designers to follow Eurocode. AS
3600 is currently undergoing a revision and the draft is available for comments. Even in the draft, the fire section remains the same without any
major changes. The only change is the introduction of a formula for calculating Fire Resistance Period for unbraced columns.
Please contact if any of the members would like to have further conversation on this . I would like to see ACSEV organising a technical session on
this topic if we can identify a resource who can enlighten us a bit more about fire design of concrete of columns.

Reference

•
•
•

AS 3600:2009 with Amendments 1 and 2
AS 3600: Draft for Public comment
EN 1992-1-2:2004

……..Biju Balakrishnan
biju.balakrishnan@adventconsulting.com.au
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